The Master's Recital recorded on the compact disc that accompanies this paper presents seven compositions. Five of them are my own, and two are my arrangements of compositions by musicians that I admire. The paper includes scores of the original compositions and arrangements, as well as program notes that offer historical background, summaries of the form, and observations on performance practice for each selection. My goal is to demonstrate to jazz devotees and to music lovers in general the capabilities of the steel pan instrument within a jazz combo setting. Each composition exploits the full range of challenges the percussionist faces in a jazz combo performance.
The Master's Recital recorded on the compact disc that accompanies this paper presents seven compositions. Five of them are my own, and two are my arrangements of compositions by musicians that I admire. The paper includes scores of the original compositions and arrangements, as well as program notes that offer historical background, summaries of the form, and observations on performance practice for each selection. My goal is to demonstrate to jazz devotees and to music lovers in general the capabilities of the steel pan instrument within a jazz combo setting. Each composition exploits the full range of challenges the percussionist faces in a jazz combo performance. I explore different stylistic approaches and musical concepts that enable a high level of improvised musical performance on an instrument that is relatively new to jazz. iv 
ABOUT THIS PIECE
Josh was a finalist at the NFAA Young Arts program which was held in Miami during the first week on January, 2012. I had the opportunity to hear him perform this piece in person and fell in love with it right there and then. This tune has a soulful edge that caught my attention. The tune is written in the 6/8 time signature, which gives a bounce to it. I thought that this composition could give some meaningful balance to my repertoire.
PERFORMANCE ASPECTS
The piece is being performed as it's written. Vamping on two chords (A minor 9 th to E minor 9 th ), the rhythm section (drums, bass and piano) sets up the opening line of the melody of the "A" section played on the steel pan. Following the "A" section, the "B" section, where the horns (tenor saxophone and trombone) come in, creates support for the melody line. The tenor saxophone takes the first solo over the "A & B" sections. The second solo follows the same format as the first, this time played on the steel pan. When the solos are complete, we repeat the melody (from the dal segno) and play to the coda;
which takes us to a ritardando in the final measures.
III. CRYIN'
ABOUT THIS COMPOSER Leon continues to perform at various festivals and concerts as well as conducting clinics at various educational institutions on jazz, Caribbean music and the steel pan art form.
ABOUT THE PIECE
This piece is based on the concept of infinity. The melody is meant to suggest a limitless space accommodating a vast scope of extreme and emotional improvisation.
PERFORMANCE ASPECTS
The opening four bars, which repeat four times, start off with the horns and steel pan playing the melody based on D7sus pattern in 5/4 meter, while the cymbals add color. The rest of the rhythm section joins in on the third repeat. The groove and melody is established when the entire combo starts playing together during both the A and B
sections. The first solo is taken by the piano over the A section, followed by the steel pan solo in the B section, which is in ¾ meter. After the solos, the melody is reestablished in 5/8 meter, leading to a drum solo in time to the end. 
VII. ENCHANTMENT

ABOUT THIS PIECE
With an aggressive bass line and a simple yet, telling melody that rides on the Songo Latin rhythm, this piece entices the listener to get up and dance. It was premiered in June 2010 at the Rose Hall of the Lincoln Center, New York City.
PERFORMANCE ASPECTS
Enchantment starts off with a rhythm section vamp, followed by the melody on the short A section which is repeated, but the repetitions are separated by a riff based on the mixolydian scale played by the frontline instruments. hroughout the piece, the drum set plays the Songo Latin rhythm. The B section is very short, playing on the G minor/major concept. The solos are over the form of the piece starting with the tenor saxophone, followed by the trombone, then the steel pan. This shows off the balance and fusion of the instruments. After the solos, the A section is played once, transitioning to the C section (coda). The combo vamps on the C section, allowing the drums to solo; the coda ends on cue on a C-major 7 th chord.
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VIII. BRAND NEW MISCHIEF
ABOUT THIS PIECE
This piece was inspired by my daughter's mischievousness (pulling stuff down, running (crawling) around everywhere with that smile on her face). Accordingly, I created a playful melody with a swing feel. The drums plays a very important part in this tune; in fact they represent the child, being the center of attention.
PERFORMANCE ASPECTS
There was no steel pan on this piece during this performance. I played the drum set, allowing the horns to take the lead role. The bass starts the tune with a solo in rhythm of the song, creating the atmosphere for the song. The drums then bring in the rest of the band with a fill over four beats. The saxophone and the trombone plays the melody in the A section, creating a blues-like feel over an A minor pentatonic scale, while maintaining the intended playful concept. The B section is then played as a call and answer between the drums and the rest of the combo. The C section (solo section) is played in a swing style, where the Piano takes the first solo, followed by the trombone, then the tenor saxophone and then the bass. The bass solo leads the band from the swing section of C back to the B section where the call and answer between the drums and the rest of the combo takes place. This section is extended for the drums to solo. The drums then cues the band to return to the A section where the band plays the melody and vamp on the A section to the end of the piece.
